University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Graduate Student Association

Resolution FA2015-16-03
Dissolution of the UNL GSA, reincarnation as ASUN GSA.

WHEREAS, the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Graduate Student Association (UNL GSA) and Association of Students of the University of Nebraska (ASUN) recently passed merger legislation between the two organizations, and

WHEREAS, the ASUN Graduate Student Assembly (ASUN GSA) was created to replace the UNL GSA which presently exists as a Registered Student Organization (RSO), and

WHEREAS, the UNL GSA wishes to transition under the appropriate guidelines set forth by ASUN and the Student Involvement Office.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the UNL GSA be dissolved as an RSO effective 1 January 2016 with the included letter, and

THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the ASUN GSA will inherit all assets and benefits of the dissolved UNL GSA, and

THEREFORE, BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED, the ASUN GSA will convene 12 January 2016.

Author: President Curtis Walker

Legislative Outcome: Passed ___ Failed _____ Tabled ___

Resolution FA2015-16-03

Vote: For ___ Against ___ Abstain ___

Signed:

___ Eric Rodene
Presiding Officer

___ Curtis Walker
President